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Escape to a magical world of fairies, mermaids, storybook princesses, faraway lands, and more with
artist Hannah Lynn! Her whimsical wide-eyed girls have been delighting fans around the world for
close to a decade. This ultimate collection coloring book features *50* fan favorites from Hannah's
illustrations of classic storybook characters like Snow White and Alice in Wonderland, to the Wizard
of Oz, and on to a unique collection of mermaids, fairies, and more, each printed single-sided--with
more details to color than ever before! Suitable for all ages, but intended for adults and older
children. Coloring isn't just for kids anymore! Adults can have fun coloring too. Adult coloring is a
great way to unwind at the end of the day or a fun, unique way to bond with friends and family!
Coloring parties among grown-ups is on the rise. Join in on the fun!
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This is such a cute book of girly-girl designs. There are 50 different designs, each with its own cute
big-eyed girl. Some of the girls reflect fantasy and some are just cute girls. Each and every one of
them is a fantastic opportunity to play with color and to style the design your own special way. I
believe this is the first time Hannah Lynn has had a book of designs available in book form. The
others that I have were purchased directly and were not books. This grouping is the top 50 fan
favorites â€“ so the best of the best (at least thus far!)At the front of the book, there are thumbnails
that show you the pictures in order and also what their names are. I think this is a great way of doing

a table of contents and I really appreciate that the names aren't printed on the design page. If I
choose to put them there, this will give me an opportunity to do it my way.The book is printed on one
side of thin but nice grade white paper. The pages are not perforated but the artist has put a double
frame around each design with enough room so you can cut a page out without damaging the
design. The binding is glued rather than sewn and I was able to break the spine enough to get the
book to lay fairly flat to make coloring while leaving the page in the book a little easier.All of my
markers bled through the paper. All of my gel pens left a shadow on the backside of the page. My
coloring pencils worked really well with this paper as it is nicer than basic grade. If you want to use
markers or gel pens, I suggest putting a heavyweight paper behind the page you are working on to
keep the ink from seeping further into the book. As the back of the page is blank, you won't be
ruining another design.

FULL OF ADORABLENESS! I love this book. Regardless of what others have said about paper
quality(she stated in the beginning of the book to protect from bleed through, etc.!), there isn't
anything I don't like about it. This is a thick book full of beautiful work. I love some of the thick lines,
too, and how some designs aren't as intricate as others. I think it's cute how, in the front, she has a
page with a list of the girls and titles/names for them. It gives them "character". As a mom of three
boys, I'm going to enjoy coloring in this book full of girls!

This has to be my most favorite book. The designs vary in complexity fromSingle to highly detailed.
They are quirky and fun to do. The single sided allow you to use markers without fear of ruining
other pages this is a book I would actually buy again to colour different versions.A absolute must
have in your colouring book collection

Wonderful coloring book! Very pleased!

Received my book today. This is fabulous. I am very impressed. The cover is very colorful and has
a great design that grabs your attention. On the back cover, are 3 sample images from inside the
book. It measures 8.5 x 11 inches. Perfect size for most printers, which allows for photocopying to
color again. Hannah has provided a page of "coloring tips" which guides you through the best media
to use as well as technique. She also includes her website information for more tips and tutorials.
Next are 2 pages of thumbnail images of all the pages in the book. I love this.Pages glue bound on
the left. 56 pages in total. The pages are printed on 1 side, the images themselves are full page with

a small double thin line border framing around each picture. Outside of this is a 1/2 white space
surrounding the image on all sides. This makes it easier to allow for photocopying without losing
part of the image or having to remove from the book to do so. It also allows for easy removal with an
exacto knife.Paper feels slightly heavier than regular printer paper. About medium weight, which is
typical of most adult coloring books. The designs are clear and good quality. There are 2 blank
pages in the back that can be used to place under photos to help prevent bleed through when using
certain markers and gel pens. This is a great book where each page is as cute as the next. The
designs are detailed. I have arthritis and carpal tunnel, but do not feel that it causes any great
difficulty for me with hand cramping. I learned long ago, to take a break with it now and then to avoid
this issue, but I appreciate the detail in these pictures. This is a very well laid out book. I am
extremely pleased with this book. I love every design in this book. This book is good for all ages and
skill levels.

Summary:"Mermaids, Fairies, & Other Girls of Whimsy" contains 50 full size illustrations, 4 pages of
introductory material, and 2 blank pages at the end. It measures approx. 8.5 x 11 inches and is glue
bound in a laminated cover. Featuring black and white line drawings of both fantastical and real
world girls, this coloring book is appropriate for all ages and experience levels.Paper:The paper
contained in this book is bright white and about twice the thickness of standard copy weight. All
pages are single sided and non-perforated. Most mediums will be okay to use, but markers will
bleed and gel pens leave a slight shadow(reverse is blank, so not a huge problem). Be sure to place
extra paper under your picture to avoid color transfer to any other pages.Artwork:As stated in the
title, the artwork focuses mainly on mermaids and fantasy - all drawn in Hannah Lynn's unique style.
Inside, you'll find fairy tale characters(Snow White, the Ice Queen, etc...), steampunk girls, fairies,
and mermaids - along with all sorts of animals. There are also some regular girls thrown in for some
variety. All of the pictures have a simple double line frame and end before entering the binding. If
you choose to remove any pages, none of the artwork will be lost. The detail level is simple enough
throughout the book that younger artists will be able to enjoy coloring it, but there is more than
enough going on in each picture to keep adults interested as well. Line weight is consistent
throughout and all of the images are cleanly printed. Completion time should vary from 90 minutes
to 8 hours(may be slightly different for each individual colorist). This is a really cute book with lots of
fun images and would be perfect to share with the whole family. Paper quality could be slightly
better, but overall, it's a well made product and I'm looking forward to using it.
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